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Screenshots Comments
Hi, I'm pretty sure you
meant M$Vista, because
that's what I use, but my
understanding is that
M$7 is "different" in
that it has those
annoying "big" icons
(like in WINE) - and is
better. If you don't like
it, why not try KDE - it
is much easier on the
eyes and faster. No, you
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can't use Pidgin when in
KDE. Try it - it's really
fun! But, you can also
use the Gnome Desktop
Environment. It's not so
"new" or "different" as
KDE - and it works on
M$! And another note
to M$: killing Pidgin is
not a good way to go
about closing it - go into
your task manager and
kill it the proper
way!The present
invention relates to an
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insulating bushing for a
high voltage electrical
cable. Prior bushing
constructions are
disclosed in U.S. Pat.
Nos. 4,466,635 and
4,717,908. Each
bushing arrangement
provided does not
permit sufficient
circular dimension to fit
the required high
voltage electrical cable
internal insulation. For
those high voltage
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cables rated up to
175kV or 250kV, the
inner diameter of the
high voltage cable must
be 0.196 inches or
0.398 inches,
respectively.
Furthermore, the inner
diameter of the high
voltage cable must be
greater than the outer
diameter of the
conventional bushing
arrangement. The
present invention, in
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one form thereof,
includes a high voltage
insulating bushing for
electrically connecting a
high voltage cable to a
contact of a substation.
The bushing comprises
an insulating cylindrical
sleeve having an inner
diameter sufficient to
fit within the inner
diameter of a high
voltage cable, and
having an outer
diameter sufficient to
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fit within an aperture in
a substation contact. An
end of the insulating
sleeve is configured for
attaching to a high
voltage cable. In another
form thereof, the
present invention
comprises an insulated
bushing for electrically
connecting a high
voltage cable to a
contact of a substation.
The bushing comprises
a cylindrical insulating
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sleeve having an inner
diameter sufficient to
fit within the inner
diameter of a high
voltage cable, and
having an outer
diameter sufficient to
fit within an aperture in
a substation contact. An
end of the insulating
sleeve is configured for
attaching to a high
voltage cable. The
bushing further
comprises an end cap
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disposed adjacent the
sleeve end having
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------------------------
Version 5.18
-----------------
CONVERSATION :
changed handler for
{save} {session-save}
button to load Save file
dialog. SEND QUERY :
fixed spamming bug in
saving QUERY FILE :
fixed when switching
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tabs of about query
window SEND
MESSAGE : fixed
spamming bug in saving
MESSAGE FILE :
fixed when switching
tabs of about message
window QUERY IN
DIALOG : fixed when
switching tabs of about
query window
CONTROL : fixed bug
in saving when closing
control window
PRIVATE
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CHANNELS : saved the
chat history of each
person in private chat
CHANNELS : fixed
handling of cases when
switching control group
after CREATING
CHANNEL : auto
opened FORCE CALLS
: fixed bug in saving
when a remote call was
made FORCE CHAT :
fixed handling of cases
when switching control
group after WHEN
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CALL WON'T BE
SENT : fixed bug in
saving when you have
missed TAB TO CALL
WON'T BE SENT : sent
a call to that tab
QUSTION MARKING
: never forget to mark a
question INITIALS :
fixed bug that comes up
when it's first saved
CONTROL INITIALS :
fixed save on initial
setting DELAYED
INITIALS : saved
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correctly LOGOUT :
fixed bug in saving
when switching control
group after OPEN TAB
WON'T BE SENT :
saved chat logs in case
of missing AUTO OFF
: fixed bug in saving
when default profile
was not saved FIXED :
never save control
window again
-------------------------
Version 5.12
----------------- FIXED :
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Bookmarks could no
longer be transferred to
other accounts. FIXED :
Cleaning up the
configuration database
could cause an
EXCEPTION : Invalid
value for
savedOptions.type.
EXCEPTION : Invalid
value for
savedOptions.window.
FIXED : Session could
not be opened when
using an older version
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of IFRAME
NETBIZZAR : default
chat window was not
opened even though the
Sessions settings were
updated. FIXED :
saving as an SQL file no
longer creates an empty
file. FIXED : When a
remote user was logged
in, Pidgin wouldn't tell
you FIXED : Creating a
window with no name
(via xchat-gnome)
would still FIXED :
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Switch 6a5afdab4c
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What's New in the SessionSave?

To learn more about
how to use SessionSave,
visit To add Mac
support: 1. Find the PID
GIN_PLUGIN/mac/
folder. 2. Extract the
MacOSX folder out of 
PIDGIN_PLUGIN/mac
/ into the plugin. To
create the mac plug-in,
you need to generate a
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Config.h from
somewhere and then
generate the MacInfo.c
which tells the target
about your
PIDGIN_PLUGIN/mac
directory. This can be
done from the Pidgin
code in Pidgin/Config.c
(for internal use) To
build it: -Make sure you
have a PidginConfig.h
file already. -Run Make
ConfigPidginConfig.sh
(or something like that).
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It will create the
PidginConfig.h file.
You can also use that to
hack together your
MacInfo.c file. To build
it: -Make sure you have
a PidginConfig.h file
already. -Run MakeMac
InfoMacOSX.sh. It will
create the
PidginConfig.h file.
You can also use that to
hack together your
MacInfo.c file. To
debug: -Run gdb -v
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pidgin --pid $(pid)
-Select R to launch gdb.
-Select 'g' to launch gdb.
-Select 'r' to enter the
Pidgin source. -Select
'n' to toggle between the
frontends. To clean-up:
-Run make clean. To re-
build from source:
Make sure you have a
working PidginConfig.h
file already. Run make.
To add support for the
MSN_* applications: 1.
Download (link [2])
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this: 2. Unzip this
archive. 3. Go to the
MSN directory. 4. cd
msn 5../msn.sh. To run:
7../msn.sh. 7. After the
command completes,
open the pset.log file
and review it for errors.
You can sort by column
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System Requirements For SessionSave:

Minimum: OS:
Windows XP / Vista / 7
/ 8 / 10 / Server 2012
Processor: Intel Pentium
IV 1.3 Ghz / AMD
Athlon X2 1.5 Ghz
Memory: 512MB RAM
Hard Disk: 2GB free
space Video Card:
NVIDIA GeForce 8800
GTX or ATI X1900XT
Recommended: OS:
Windows 8 / 8.1 / 10 /
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Server 2012 Processor:
Intel Core i3 / i5 / AMD
Ryzen 5 1600 Memory:
8GB
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